Fiduciary fever

Suing Jurors?!
by Alfred Adask

F

or about a monthin the back of my mindIve entertained
the peculiar notion that it might be possible for litigants to
sue jurors. In other words, if you go to court and the jury
rules against you, you sue the jurors.
Sure, the idea seems impossible. No, not just impossiblegoofy.
(How could anyone be crazy enough to think litigants might be able
to sue jurors?)
But sometimes I just get this feeling, a hunch, an intuition that
just wont let me be. This is one of those times. Crazy or not, can
you imagine what would happen to this legal system, if jurors were
liable to being sued by litigants? The whole damn system might
collapse, and it might not take long.

A

t first, I wondered if jurorswho think theyre hearing
cases in lawcould be shown to be somehow negligent
or incompetent if (as I suspect) most cases are heard in
equity. Of course, virtually no juror has any idea that our courts
(presumed to operate in law) routinely operate in equity or some
other administrative capacity. Since jurors dont have a clue, they
cant be criminally liable. (Where theres no sense, theres no intent,
hmm? And without intent, there can be no crime.)
Still, whether they know it or not, jurors in a court of equity are
essentially masquerading as jurors in court of law, unwitting accomplices who took part in a larger scheme to deceive litigants into thinking they enjoy legal rights. It struck me that this masquerade might
create a legal liability, but I cant quite imagine how that liability
might be claimed and proved in court.
However, Im pretty sure that the average, ignorant juror subjected to a series of intelligent questions on a deposition would innocently (and falsely) testify that he agreed to hear a particular
case in law. (Agreement is the innocuous heart of conspiracy
charges. If you could get a juror to admit he agreed to do something with the judge or prosecutor, you might be able to have some
real fun.) Further, I suspect a juror being deposed would probably
make several more innocent admissions that, in sum, might be suffi-
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cient to prove with his own sworn words that he assumed a responsibility that he didnt understand or anticipate.
Could a juror deciding a case in equity that everyone expected to
be tried in law be charged with violating some duty of reasonable
care?
Under the heading carelessness, Blacks Law Dictionary (7th)
reads in part, A man may take all the care of which he is capable,
and yet be accounted negligent for failing to reach the objective standard. He may honestly . . . believe that the facts are such that he is
not imperiling anyone; but he may be held to have been negligent in
arriving at that belief.
Thus, it seems remotely arguable that a juror might assume an
unexpected personal liability if he mistakenly thinks hes deciding a
case at law that was actually decided in equity.

O

K. Even if the idea of suing jurors who unwittingly decide cases in equity is intriguing, its still virtually impossible. Perhaps the biggest reason why jurors cant
be sued is that jurors are picked, approved and agreed to by the
litigants. If a litigant doesnt want to be judged in equity by twelve
fools who think his case is being heard at law, its probably incumbent upon the litigant to make that distinction between law and equity clear to the jurors during the jury selection process.
For example, if a defendant failed to advise his jurors of their
role in equity rather than law before the trial began, I doubt that the
defendant could later maintain an action for negligence against the
jurors after the trial ended. After all, the defendant is even more
negligent than the jurors since 1) he has more lose; yet 2) failed to
put the jurors on notice early on.
Obviously, my idea of suing jurors is daft.

N

evertheless, when it comes to conjecture, Im not the sort
to abandon an intriguing trail of inquiry simply because
it leads toward lunacy. Being obsessive-compulsive, I have
a certain persistence that causes me to dissipate a great deal of time
pursuing idiotic notionsbut also forces me to stick with some improbable ideas until they reveal an occasional flash of truth.
Yes, as any fool can see, you cant sue jurors.
I know that.
Still, my small obsession with juror liability persisted until it occurred to me that jury summons are sent to jurors identified by all
upper-case names. For example, I have a summons in my desk drawer
addressed to ALFRED NORMAN ADASK rather than my proper (capitalized) name, Alfred Adask.
Anyone whos read the AntiShyster for long understands that I
suspect that the all upper-case name (ALFRED) identifies an artificial entity that is separate from the natural man identified by the
proper, capitalized name Alfred. In other words, ALFRED is not
Alfredthey are two entirely different legal entities. While the natural man Alfred is endowed by his Creator (God) with certain un-
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alienable Rights, the artificial entity ALFRED is created by government, absolutely subject to government authority and without any
claim on God-given, unalienable Rights. In essence, this theory proposes that Alfred (the natural man) is governments master, while
ALFRED (the artificial entity) is governments slave.
Likewise, anyone whos read the articles Ive published on fiduciary relationships (AntiShyster Vol. 10 No. 3), knows I suspect that
the natural man Alfred is routinely deceived into acting as a fiduciary for the artificial entity ALFRED. As I understand fiduciary
relationships, any obligation or duty imposed on the principal entity
(in this case, ALFRED) are automatically assumed by its fiduciary
(Alfred). Thus, once a fiduciary relationship is established, Alfred
(the natural man) becomes bound to perform whatever duties and
obligations government imposed
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ssuming this line of conjecture (Alfred is fiduciary for
ALFRED) were validthen, the natural, flesh and blood
jurors (Alfred et al)who receive summonses in the upper-case name (ALFRED etc.)presumably appear for jury duty as
fiduciaries for ALFRED.
Get it? The government summons ALFRED to appear for jury
duty, but Alfred shows up as ALFREDs fiduciary (representative).
Thus, the flesh-and-blood jurors sitting in the jury box would unwittingly be hearing the case as fiduciaries.
Intriguing idea, No?
We see faint evidence to support this possibility when judges
instruct juries on the law. But what law is the judge talking about?
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Could it be the common law that applies to flesh and blood men? Or
is the judge explaining the statutory law as it applies to artificial
entities like ALFRED? In other words, is the judge instructing the
jury on the relevant common law? Or is he instructing them on whatever statutes define their fiduciary duties as representatives for the
artificial entities (ALFRED et al.) that were created by the corporate
state and summonsed to serve as jurors?
Also, why are jurors only advisory? Why can judges overrule a
jurys decision? Could it be that judges overrule when juries fail to
fulfill the fiduciary duties which they (unwittingly) assumed when
jurors like Alfred agreed to hear a case on behalf of artificial entities like ALFRED?

A

lthough half-baked, this is still an intriguing line of inquiry. In fact, it makes me laugh with glee. Because even
though reason tells me the idea of suing jurors cant possibly be right, my gut keeps telling me Im on to something important.
I still dont see how this line
of reasoning might be used to sue
jurorsbut it might be used to
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the artificial entities they represent. That implies that fiducial
jurors cant be impartiala requirement imposed by the 6th Amendment. I.e., fiducial jurors cant truly judge a defendant according to
their conscience as natural men and women, but instead must judge
the defendant (often in opposition to their conscience) according to
whatever legal burdens are imposed on the artificial entities (ALFRED et al) the jurors represent.
In essence, fiducial jurors would be trying to serve two masters:
1) the common law of the natural man/ defendant in the case; and 2)
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the entire equitable/ corporate/ administrative legal system that created the artificial entities the jurors have unwittingly volunteered to
represent. This legal schizophrenia could produce some serious distortions in the legal process.
For example, constitutionalists have complained for years that
judges and prosecutors (and usually defense lawyers) are part of the
same prosecutorial teambut who imagined that even jurors (acting as fiduciaries) might also be de facto representatives of that same
governmental prosecution? But if jurors are fiduciaries for artificial
entities created and ruled by government, its arguable that theres
virtually NO impartiality in our courts.
Could a litigant have a 6th Amendment complaint if his jury was
composed of fiduciaries obligated to serve governmental interests (imposed on artificial entities) rather than judge the litigant on the natural, man to man basis all of us expect takes place in court? Do we
have an expectation of impartiality? Do we have a 6th Amendment
right to an impartial trial? If so, jurors acting as fiduciaries (representing another governmental interest) would seem to violate that right.
And what about the oaths taken by jurors (and witnesses) to be
impartial and/or tell the truth, the whole truth, etc.? Dont those
oaths imply that the person swearing does so as a free and independent person, accountable only to his God? But if those jurors and/or
witnesses were actually appearing in court as fiduciaries for the artificial entities (ALFRED) actually summonsed to appear, wouldnt their
oaths be compromised if they were obligating themselves to serve
both God (as natural men) and government (as fiduciaries)?
And how bout a right to a jury of my peers? If I could terminate
(or legally deny) my fiduciary relationship to ALFRED (the artificial
entity thats probably being tried in the court), could I (Alfred, the
natural man) even appear before that governmental court? Or would
I be invisible to the corporate courts as a non-fiducial man? And
if I did appear to be tried as a natural man, could a jury qualify as
my peers if they accepted jury duty as fiduciaries?

I

f jurors unwittingly obligated themselves to government as
fiduciaries and to God with their oaths as natural men, would
that constitute a conflict of interests?
Blacks Law Dictionary (7th Ed.) defines conflict of interest, in
part as, A real or seeming incompatibility between ones private
interests and ones public or fiduciary duties. [Emph. add.]
Oooo . . . Ill be darned.
It remains to be proved that jurors actually act as fiduciaries in
the jury box. But according to Blacks, if jurors were fiduciaries it
would create a conflict of interest. So perhaps my theory is not quite
as daft as it first seemed.

B

lacks offers a second definition for conflict of interest:
A real or seeming incompatibility between the interests of
two of a lawyers clients, such that the lawyer is disqualified from representing both clients if the dual representation adAntiShyster News Magazine
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versely affects either client or if the clients do not consent.
Whoa! Now thats sufficient grounds to trigger for a whole
nother line of inquiry. I wont allow that inquiry to seduce me
at this time. However, I cant help wondering if the next time I
hire a lawyer, who will the lawyer represent? Alfred or ALFRED?
Is it possible that my lawyer might be representing both
Alfred (the natural, private man) and also ALFRED (the artificial, public entity)? If so, do those entities have conflicting interests? After all, while Alfred has unalienable Rights, ALFRED would only be entitled to the civil rights of second-class
citizens. More importantly, in a criminal case, ALFRED will
probably be indicted, but if theres a conviction, Alfred will do
the time. Seems like a pretty serious conflict of interests to
me. Frankly my dear, I dont give a damn if they jail ALFRED
(assuming they can find the s.o.b.), but Im much opposed to
jailing Alfred.
Further, in his private capacity, Alfred should be absolutely
immune from prosecution for any number of offenses that could
be routinely charged against the artificial entity ALFRED. For
example, theres no doubt that ALFRED could be bound by
law to have a drivers license and wear a seat belt. But could the
same law bind Alfred? If not, could either entity (Alfred or
ALFRED) therefore refuse a lawyers representation based on
that conflict in rights and liabilities? Could either entity (Alfred or ALFRED) even refuse to accept prosecution for offenses
committed by the other? And how would a judge rule if the
issue of these hypothetical conflicts of interest were raised in
court? . . . Heh, heh, heh . . . it is to laugh.

A

s usual, this article is pure conjecture. Pure theo
retical law. Or maybe pure nonsense. Ive merely
posed some intriguing questionsperhaps idiotic
questionsthat I cant answer, but make me grin nevertheless.
Even make me giggle. Actually, they make me laugh.
Just imagine if this line of inquiryinvestigating whether
jurors act as fiduciaries and are thus not impartialhad any
validity. If so, this little article could precipitate something extraordinary in our legal system. Maybe even revolutionary.
Sure, it probably wont happen. Probably cant happen. But
until I know that for sure, the possibility doesnt only make me
laugh, it even gives me chills. The faintest chance to throw a
screw back into the judicial system that took my kids from me
back in 1983 . . . well, it just makes my day.
Ooo, I like my job. The pays not much, but it is fun.
If any of you folks can answer my peculiar questions about
jurors serving as fiduciaries, let me know. Drop an email to
adask@gte.net.
Thanks.
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